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Fully managed training administration and user support
ComplianceNet manages the online training administration processes and we provide phone and email user ‘Help Desk’ support.

Our services include sending enrolment and reminder emails, supplying reports to your training administrators at agreed 
intervals and scheduling and managing refresher training requirements, ensuring all employees keep up-to-date with their 
compliance training requirements.

Under the Heavy Vehicle National Law, everyone in the transport supply chain has a legal obligation to ensure 
breaches of road transport laws do not occur. This is called the ‘Chain of Responsibility’.
The Chain of Responsibility (CoR) requires that anyone who has control over the transport task must take all take all 
reasonably practicable steps to prevent breaches of mass, dimension, loading, speed and fatigue laws from occurring 
or risk being held legally accountable. 
This course will provide you with a firm understanding of your responsibilities under Chain of Responsibility.

Chain of Responsibility

Chain of Responsibility Laws
Explains national, state and territory laws and regulations and 
their enforcement, what penalties may be imposed and what  
“So far as is reasonably practicable” means.
What must be managed
Covers potential breaches in heavy vehicle mass, dimension, 
loading, speed and driver fatigue and what you can do to 
avoid them.
Your responsibilities
This topic provides everyone in the transport supply chain with 
a clear understanding of their responsibilities under CoR and 
the actions they may take to ensure breaches do not occur.

Core topics
Chain of Responsibility has been developed using our ‘dynamic 
and responsive training interface’, ensuring our training 
content is adaptable to your needs and usable across desktop 
and mobile devices. 
Other features include:

    • Animated scenarios for all key concepts

    • Interactive activities

    • Glossary links provide quick access to detailed explanations 
and technical terms

    • Case studies and scenario based activities provide extra 
emphasis on key concepts

Program Features

Designed for: Business owners, managers, employees 
and contractors
Duration: Approximately 1.5 hours
Recommended frequency: Annually

Mobile ready: Yes, optimised for desktop and mobile devices

Content by: ComplianceNet, based on materials published by the The National Heavy Vehicle Regulator (NHVR) and 
State and Territory Road Safety Authorities

Content customisation: Client content can be included
Company policies: Company policies and ‘I have read’ 
acknowledgments can be incorporated

Assessment: Randomised assessment questions 
Certificate: Self-serve Certificate of Completion


